Are you ready for SERVAS ON BIKES?

This year is dedicated to young and old from all over the world!

We will cycle, of course, but we will also deal with sustainability, history, culture, gender identity, play and explore the environment around us.

We propose four days from 28 April to 1 May 2023 in Brindisi, Apulia.

The interesting host structure is located 3 km from Brindisi (www.lafabbricadelfaro.org Facebook@lafabbricadelfaro, Instagram La Fabbrica del Farò) is a spacious building with ample room for socialising activities and is framed by olive and fruit trees.
Program:

28 April reception and dinner at the "Fabbrica del Farò", evening with "welcome games party" (by the Puglia coordinator Angiola Piovani).

29 April breakfast and departure for a visit to the city of Brindisi, visiting churches, palaces with civil architecture (ancient, medieval, modern and contemporary), castles and parks. https://youtu.be/mMPil70jF5I

Dinner at the "Fabbrica del Farò".

In the evening, meeting with interesting local associations (Arci, Migrantes, Libera, Io donna, Cicloamici, Auser).

30 April visit to the special rock caves of San Biagio (https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiesa_rupestre_di_San_Biagio) and the house of Lanza del Vasto in San Vito dei Normanni (Gandhian thinker and non-violent activist https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giuseppe_Giovanni_Lanza_del_Vasto)

Approximately 40 km easy route.

Dinner at the "Fabbrica del Farò".

In the evening, meeting with interesting local associations (Arci, Migrantes, Libera, Io donna. Cicloamici, Auser).

1 May visit to the Archaeological Park “Muro Tenente” (https://www.murotenente.org/it/)

A route of approximately 30 km along the Via Appia, which is easy to walk.

Dinner at the "Fabbrica del Farò".

Last evening with funny, cultural and music, country presentation.

2 May Departure.

Participation fees

125€ for Servas Youth under 35 years old (approximately 15 participants in order of arrival)

190€ for Servas friends over 35 years old (approximately 15 participants in order of arrival)
per participant (excluding travel expenses and eventual bike rental).

Bike rental from CICLOVAGANDO Mesagne (Brindisi)

Daily price list:

Various bike sizes  12€ per day

Pedal-assisted bicycles (e-bike) 30€ per day.

The tours will all be led by expert local tourist guides, in Italian and English.

Entrances to museums, sites and cultural facilities are included in the price

TO REGISTER TO SERVAS BIKE 2023 FILL THE FORM:
https://forms.gle/DyiYHcDZFBnYEU9m9

TRANSFER THE FEE ONLY AFTER OUR CONFIRMATION THAT YOU GET THE PLACE (LIMITED PLACES).

How to get there

**By plane** Brindisi-Casale Airport (IATA: BDS) (3 km north of Brindisi). Brindisi-Casale Airport connects Italian and European cities.

**By car** Brindisi’s main road routes are: Superstrada Bari-Lecce: actually a union of several sections of different state roads, it connects Brindisi with Lecce, with Bari and with the A14 motorway.

State road 16 Adriatica: constitutes the Brindisi bypass and connects the city with San Vito dei Normanni and with Lecce. Brindisi-Taranto Expressway: connects Brindisi with Taranto.

**By ship** Brindisi port connects Greece and Albania

**By train** Brindisi Centrale station, Piazza Francesco Crispi. The station is crossed by the Adriatic Railway and the Taranto-Brindisi line.

****Servas Organization Team:

Angiola Piovani, Leonardo Mita e gli amici Servas Puglia

Raffaella Rota, Lucia Poma e Giulia-Nemeye Giubertoni

angiola.piovani@gmail.com; rota.raffaella2022@gmail.com